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Biographical Note
John Collier (1884-1968) was the United States Commissioner of Indian Affairs from 1933-1945.
Scope and Contents
This collection includes correspondence, magazine and newspaper clippings, pamphlets, and speeches by or about John Collier from 1924-1954.
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Inventory
1. Address Nat'l Conf Social Work Detroit 1933 2cc
2. Newsclipping Indian Families in the Emergency Conservation Act
3. Newsrelease Libel suit Collett vs Collier dismissed
4. Magazine clipping biographic
5. Address “Leadership is the controlling need in democracies” 1937
7. Magazine article "We stand indicted..." re John Collier by Kyle D Palmer
8. Letter Collier to A L Kroeber re the Zuni 1924
9. Letter Status of civil & criminal jurisdiction of bills... 1926
10. Pamphlet US Indian Administration as a Laboratory of Ethnic Relations 1945
11. Magazine article "The Fate of the Navajos" 1924
12. Remarks "Man can Half Control his Doom" Seminar Santa Fe, 1942
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